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ABOUT US
Cellar Angels is an online wine curator catering to
serious wine enthusiasts, collectors and aficionados.
Our complimentary members enjoy vetted, rotating
selections of Napa and Sonoma’s highest caliber, limited
production wines rarely found in the market.

WHY WE'RE UNIQUE
Direct To You. Cellar Angels is not about mass-produced
wine and we don’t unload excess wine at discount
pricing. Instead, we focus on discovering exceptional
bottlings; primarily family-owned, off the beaten path
producers who ship direct to your door.
We Give Back. Not only do we support small, family
wine producers, we also strive to make the world a
better place. Cellar Angels highlights a range of charity
partners from which members may choose to support
with a portion of sales proceeds.
We Share The Romance. With our exclusive winery video
interviews, we capture the passionate stories behind the
wine and offer a special glimpse into the world of
winemaking.
A Fresh Take On Wine Club. Our team curates a unique
artisan collection featuring a different winery for
members to experience each quarter. Our three tiers –
Library Club, Tasting Room Club and Flight Club – each
offer exclusive member perks.
VIP Concierge Service. Wine Club members are granted
access to our expertise in luxury wine country travel,
including secluded and romantic accommodations,
exquisite cuisine, car service and private wine tastings.
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THE CELLAR ANGELS STORY
With lean and mean roots, Cellar Angels opened its
proverbial doors with all the drama and vigor of a
sapling grapevine pushing through terra firma. We
began with no professional money, relying on startup funds from friends, family and fellow wine
enthusiasts. Despite the maze of paperwork,
countless hours with legal experts and a pivotal call
with California Alcohol Beverage Control, our time
spent in launch-mode was not for naught. We were
given the life-shaping gift of spending time on our
truest passion: traveling through Northern
California’s Napa and Sonoma counties discovering
vintners’ treasures.
And treasures we found! We attribute our success to
three equally necessary ingredients:
20+ yrs of relationships in wine country
Our desire to provide a channel for wine artisans
to share their craft with enthusiasts outside Napa
and Sonoma
Our savvy customers who yearn to support both
small-batch producers and hard-working
charitable organizations
Wine embodies togetherness. It is the liquid spirit of
community, of a tie that binds. You open a bottle
with friends and discover the versatility of an ancient
and much-loved fruit; the unique personality of the
craftsman who turns grapes to wine and the history
that extends far into the annals of cuisine and
culture.
In Napa alone, there are 1,000 unique wine
producers. A whopping 700 of them are limited
production vintners—crafting wine you’ll never find
in your local wine shop—each with a deliciously
nuanced story to tell. These winemakers are
producing drinkable art that simply must be shared,
and it is our pleasure to source and share access via
our Wine Club and Marketplace. Each vineyard-tobottle selection is shipped by the producer with love,
directly to your door.

MEET THE ANGELS
Martin A. Cody, CEO, President & Co-Founder
A wine lover from way back, Martin Cody began his career in sales, rewarding
work which shaped his understanding of the importance of rigorous, thoughtful
customer service. Martin and his wife Denise, Chief Operating Angel, pivoted
their love affair with wine into their first vino-venture; a retail brick and mortar
wine shop in Chicago. The store became a much-loved, well trodden institution in
the city. Still, in 2013, Martin and Denise sold it to chase their dream – to provide
the finest, independent wine producers in the country a digital marketplace to
share their talents and artistry with wine enthusiasts. Having founded three
companies prior to Cellar Angels, Martin has a visionary entrepreneurial spirit,
and built an extensive portfolio of national wine industry contacts that continue
to support Cellar Angels’ growth. His passion for the craft of winemaking and his
firm belief in the importance of developing and shaping small businesses have
allowed Cellar Angels to thrive and fill a much-needed void in the market.
Denise Smith Cody, RN, Chief Operating Angels & Co-Founder
Compassionate care is a value that was organically, and perfectly, transferable
for Denise when she co-launched Cellar Angels. As a 20 year nursing veteran and
former Director of Nursing, Denise built a career on walking a fine balance
between empathetic listening and swift, tactical action. Denise completed
Goldman Sachs’ 10K Small Businesses Program, and received the Corporate
Woman of Achievement Award from the National Association of Women Business
Owners. Her passion for wine and wine culture, coupled with her keen business
instinct prove to be the backbone of Cellar Angels’ success. Knowing that
navigating the wine business means marrying work and play, Denise enjoys time
spent outdoors smelling the roses (and grapes), traveling, and perfecting pairing
recipes in the kitchen.
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Cellar Angels Launches New eCommerce
Platform With Exclusive Wine Clubs

Quench Your Thirst for Positive Change

Why A Wine Industry Marketer Reached For His Better Angel

Cellar Angels: A Win-Win-Winning Way of Selling Wine

Wine-Ing For Good!
Board Of Expert: Martin Cody of Cellar Angels

7 Wine Websites for Your Home Shopping Delight

FIND US ON SOCIAL MEDIA
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FULL RANGE OF OFFERINGS

MARKETPLACE WINES

New, Exquisite Releases Launched Each Week

CORPORATE GIFTS

Customized & Time-Saving Business Gifting

GIFT CARDS

Let The Connoisseur Choose! Values Start At $25.

QUARTERLY WINE CLUB

Curated Collection Featuring Rotating Wineries

ITALIAN CRYSTAL

Stemware & Decanters With Engraving Option

CONCIERGE TRAVEL SERVICES

Private Tastings, Local Cuisine, Luxury Hotels

EXPLORE WINEMAKER VIDEOS

MEET CELLAR ANGELS

DELGADILLO CELLARS

TONTI FAMILY VINEYARDS

JACLYNN RENÉE WINES

MAZE WINES

CRU9 WINE

OUR CHARITY PARTNERS

Wine purchased through Cellar Angels makes a difference. Our members not only
gain access to a rare selection of premium, small-production Napa and Sonoma
wines, they also make the world a better place. Purchasing members have the option
to choose a charity partner to support with sales proceeds. Click on our featured
charities below to discover the heartwarming ways they give back to others.
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